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ABSTRACT
Development and diffusion of machine learning and big data tools provide a new tool for architects and urban planners that could be used as analytical or design instruments. The topic investigated in this paper is the application of Generative Adversarial Networks to the design of an urban block. The research presents a flexible model able to adapt to the morphological characteristics of a city. This method does not define explicitly any of the parameters of an urban block typical for a city, the algorithm learns them from the existing urban context. This approach has been applied to the cities with different morphology: Milan, Amsterdam, Tallinn, Turin, and Bengaluru in order to see the performance of the model and the possibility of style translation between different cities. The data are gathered from Openstreetmap and Open Data portals of the cities. This research presents the results of the experiments and their quantitative and qualitative evaluation.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Computer-aided design. • Computing methodologies → Neural networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Urban design solutions determine many important aspects of urban life: economical, ecological, social aspects, transportation, pedestrian flows, consequently, multiple parameters are involved. The necessity to consider many different factors interacting with each other made this problem a challenge in the field of generative design. The result of an urban project has a long-lasting effect on various spheres of life, which makes finding an optimal solution even more important. The issue arises when it is necessary to define a set of parameters determining an optimal solution for a given area. Some of them are dictated by the local regulations, some by common knowledge, some by the sense of aesthetics; sometimes it is difficult to formulate them using words while algorithms would require formulae or numeric representation.

One of the problems involving a manifold of parameters is a design of an urban block. This problem takes into consideration the shapes of the buildings, their proportions, relationships with the adjacent buildings, the composition of the open space, relationships of buildings with the open space, with the urban block itself, relationships with the buildings of the adjacent blocks. Block design involves the knowledge of the typologies of the blocks in a city, surroundings (streets, squares, railways nearby), etc. Moreover, it should smoothly integrate into the existing urban context, which means taking into consideration the disposition and typology of the adjacent blocks. All of the parameters mentioned above would be difficult to define for each block a design should be produced to.

With the recent introduction of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)[15], it became possible to use the neural networks’ ability to autonomously learn visual features in order to generate new content. The main advantage of this technique applied to generative design is the elimination of the necessity to determine any parameters of the desired design solution and learning the visual features determining the existing city structure and consequently generating blocks imitating this structure.

2 RELATED WORK
As the concept of GANs has been introduced quite recently[15] there has not been much research on the topic concerning architecture and urban design, although it is well-known in the field of computer science.

Prior work in the generative urban design field is mostly based on a set of defined rules and constraints according to which several design options are generated[5]. Nagy, Villaggi, and Benjamin[18] explore optimization of the problem complexity with the set of two principal goals and the use of genetic algorithms. However, their approach, too, needs a set of constraints and requirements; their model outputs a design space out of which, after optimization, only a few designs are chosen as final.

The use of GANs has been explored in interior design as well as in visualization[22] and simulation. Stanislas Chaillou[8] explored the functionality of the method applied to the design of the apartments generating their shape, internal structure, functional zoning, and furniture placement. The same approach at the same architectural scale[14] was used for the simulation of natural illumination in an apartment provided its plan. Another work published in 2020 used a GAN with a different architecture with respect to ours for landuse planning[21] with the use of predefined parameters that a planner considers important for his solution and the zone design.
However, this approach produces only a large-scale distribution of the functional zoning in the city and is not applicable to the urban design. The present work tackles a different scale problem: urban block level design. Instead of using a set of rules exploited by the generative urban design models previously, the GAN learns the set of parameters present in the city block design from the visual features of the images. A work that uses GANs in architecture on a scale that is similar to ours is the project This Map Does Not Exist[7]. However, this work uses a different architecture that does not allow the production of the designs based on the existing input: the maps are not attached to any existing point in the real world and the existing conditions of an urban environment are not taken into account when producing an image. One more work[9] uses generative networks for the generation of an urban street layout. This approach is the closest to our work both in terms of urban scale and the possibility of conditional generation. The problem is explored from a different point of view: the authors use graph generation to produce a road design while our research tackles the generation of the urban blocks.

Importantly, our research combines both the challenges faced in the previously mentioned works using GANs: production of a design solution based on the chosen parameters of the surrounding environment and the integrity of the solution within its urban block.

3 DATA SAMPLING AND ACQUISITION

Firstly, the data of the city of Milan was used to make a dataset. This city has been chosen due to its characteristic morphology and relatively consistent urban fabric inside the external ring road and within a 1 km distance from it.

The dataset consists of images that are diagrammatic representations of the city zones. It has been decided to start with the basic parameters determining the composition of a building block: building footprints, building heights’ categories, road structure, and railways. The heights of the buildings have been divided into 3 ranges: low-rise structures, medium-rise structures, and high-rise structures depending on the distribution of the heights in the city. Heights in the diagrammatic representation are defined as three gray values. In case of height not having been mentioned for a building, a mean value for the city was used to denote its height.

The dataset has been generated with the use of QGIS software [20] with the condition to have more than 12 percent of a block of interest occupied. Urban blocks containing exclusively industrial buildings have been excluded from the datasets as their presence introduces additional variance. Since the information about the landuse and the building type is not provided to the algorithm the experiment is concentrated on the buildings with residential and mixed functions. Moreover, the proportions of the industrial buildings are similar across different geographical regions and do not introduce any characteristics typical to a specific city.

The images were produced in scale 1:3000 in RGB colorspace; these images were scaled down from 2100x2100 to 256x256 pixels to be fed into the model.

The dataset consists of two sets: set B includes the diagrammatic representations of the city and set A holds the same images with an empty polygon in the center of the image, destined to be filled with the buildings as in Figure 1. Code for dataset generation is available in the repository[12].

The data was acquired from open sources: Open Data Portal of Comune di Milano [10] available under CC License [1] and Openstreetmap.org [19] available under the Open Database Licence. The absent parameters have been considered as a mean value for the city. No modifications have been made to the datasets provided.

![Figure 1: Sample from Milan Dataset of urban blocks: on the left an image from set A, on the right a corresponding image from set B. The white block in the center of the left image is the block to be designed.](image)

4 ARCHITECTURE

The architecture used for this research is a GAN for Image-to-Image translation [17]. The algorithm consists of two models: Generator Network based on Unet architecture and Discriminator Network based on PatchGAN Convolutional Network. The principle is in mutual learning: the generator generates an output image based on the condition (input image). The discriminator model receives generated images and target images and learns to distinguish between them, classifying each of them into a ‘real’ or a ‘fake’ class. In the case of PatchGAN, the model learns to classify patches of a given image as real or fake instead of giving a result for the whole image sample, so it outputs the result over which areas of an image should be improved by the generator.

Three different implementations of the algorithm were used, which are: Tensorflow-based [3], PyTorch-based without Unet [2], Pytorch-based with Unet [12] [11]. The use of adaptive learning rate tends to give better results. An algorithm compares the mean loss from 250 iterations with the previous accumulated losses. In case the latest loss is larger than the largest of the previous three losses, the learning rate reduces. This technique results in more distinct shapes of the building contours and more efficient training in terms of time. The algorithm has been trained using Google Colab environment with a single NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU.

5 GENERATION OF MILAN URBAN STYLE

The specifics of Milan morphology and consistency in the urban fabric of the center of the city make it a good location for the initial experiments. The relative homogeneity of the urban morphology reduces the variance in the data. The model has been trained for 20 epochs with a dataset of 1200 images.
Figure 2: The results were obtained on the test set of Milan images with the model trained on Milan urban blocks. The images are presented in sets of 3: input, output, output with the zone of interest highlighted (for the clarity of reading the results). The zones have been taken from the Riformare Milano project[4]. 1 - Dergano zone; 2 - Oriani zone; 3 - Caserma Perucchetti; 4 - Dergano zone; 5 - Mecenate zone; 6 - San Cristoforo zone.

After the training, the model has been tested on a new set of images that were not included in the training set. The areas chosen for the test have been previously defined as 'problematic'[4] and requiring a transformation. However, the main point is not a proposal of a solution to these areas, but a demonstration of the possibilities of GAN-based generative urban design, even in the complex urban contexts that are different from the residential ones. The results in Figure 2 show designs of the urban blocks coherent with the traditional Milanese urban blocks[6] that tend to have a closed structure and an internal courtyard system in their majority. The model successfully recognizes the zone of interest to construct the block within and manages to adapt the learned visual characteristics of the city into a new context. Samples 1, 2, 4 are the samples with the irregular urban fabric and sample 5 is an example of an urban context with a high presence of industrial buildings differing in proportions from the forms in the training set.

At the same time model fails to produce a clear solution in a few samples (3, 6 in Figure 2). This behavior occurs in the samples having a low urban density of the surroundings or their absence. Another reason is connected to the absence of the surroundings: their small proportion in the image to the zone of interest (e.g. when the zone occupies more than 30 percent of an image). This factor is an indication of the fact that the model produces solutions based on the visible surroundings; at the same time, it introduces a limitation of its use as well as a constraint for the input images: the model is not capable of producing design without any surroundings. This behavior is consistent on different urban scales and is related mostly to the proportion of the block to the image.

Figure 3: Illustration of the model’s performance on the urban contexts in different scales. The images are on scales 1:2500, 1:5600, and 1:8500 respectively; the upper row represents the city of Milan, Mecenate zone; the second row is the city of Bengaluru.
Furthermore, the model was tested on a set of images from the same locations but with different scales to see whether the design capabilities depend on the scale and the proportions of the zone's size with respect to the surroundings. As it can be observed in Figure 3 performance of the model differs based on the scale. At the same time, it should be noticed that difference in performance is not related only to the scale but also to the proportion of the zone of interest: the block of Bengaluru (see Figure 3 second row, first column) at the scale of 1:2500 causes model's failure as the area of the block is too large with respect to the surroundings' area. On the scale of 1:5600, however, the performance is close to the one of Milan's sample at the scale of 1:2500. The areas of the respective blocks are similar. The same observation can be made for the last sample of Bengaluru and the second sample of Milan. Besides, the model was checked on an image on a large scale cropping the block to different proportions with respect to surroundings (Figure 4). The experiment demonstrates that the performance of the model depends on the proportion of the surroundings in an input image not on the urban scale and the fact that the design is conditioned by the context. This is the reason the importance of the presence of the context should be noted: firstly, the empty area is likely to be treated as the construction site and, secondly, there will be no surrounding blocks to condition the design of the current block of interest (see model's behavior in Figure 2 in samples 3, 6).

However, there is another limitation related to the chosen training process and the generated images. The dimensions of the generated buildings remain the same independently from the scale of the input image (for instance, in Figure 3, row 2): the width of the building volumes does not change with the modification of the scale of the surroundings. This behavior was expected, as all the images in the training set were produced on one scale, thus the distances and the units in the images are perceived by the model within this scale only.

6 STYLE TRANSLATION

Having obtained the results from the model trained on the city of Milan, it was decided to experiment further and see which features the model will learn from a completely different morphology. For this reason, several cities with a morphology that is distant from the morphology of Milan have been chosen:

- Amsterdam
- Bengaluru
- Tallinn
- Turin

The datasets for these cities are built with the use of scripting and QGIS software in the same way as the dataset of Milan urban blocks. The cities of Tallinn and Bengaluru had a condition of having more than 8 buildings in the block of interest due to the composition of their urban fabric. As can be seen in Figure 5 the cities vary greatly in urban density, buildings' types (isolated structures in Bengaluru and Tallinn; in connected structures and internal courtyard forming in Milan, Turin, and Amsterdam), relationships between the buildings and the block they belong to, the composition of the blocks. For instance, Milan, Turin, and Amsterdam have closed block structure often with an internal courtyard; at the same time the density of the blocks vary from city to city as well as the composition of the blocks: in Amsterdam typically a closed block is formed by many buildings while in Turin just by a few and the shape of a footprint of a block is more clear and geometrical. The differences in the urban fabric of the cities are helpful in the estimation of the learning results of the model and comparison of the results produced.

After the training and testing of these models on the corresponding cities each model was tested on the urban contexts from the other cities. This test gives an understanding of whether it is possible to translate an urban style from one city to another with the use of GAN, whether the model is able to adapt to completely different surroundings, and the coherence of the results with the urban blocks of training. The results were presented as a confusion matrix in Figure 7.

The resulting models are published[13] and are available in open access under MIT License. The code for model testing is provided as well.

7 ESTIMATION

The result of training for the case of urban block design should be evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively. The qualitative approach is based on the use of a neural network predicting the class for the given images. Unfortunately, there was no possibility to have a survey based on the experts’ opinion to obtain the qualitative estimation. This method serves as an alternative to experts’
judgment on the blocks’ design as it exploits the visual comprehension and appearance of an urban block in general that allows to attribute it to a particular city. This neural network classifier is trained independently of GAN and it represents a Convolutional Neural Network with a resnet50 backbone. This classifier is trained to distinguish among the urban blocks of all the cities the models were trained on.

The quantitative approach is based on the analysis of the block design from the urban and morphological perspective relative to the city it is situated in. The numerical parameters determining the morphology of an urban block are taken into account: relationships between the buildings within a block, relationships between the buildings and the block, average individual parameters of the buildings.

7.1 Qualitative Estimation

A separate convolutional neural network with a resnet50 backbone [16] was trained to classify between the images of the urban blocks of all the five cities. The training and validation sets were composed of the images from the real cities’ structures [12] which can be seen in Figure 6 while the test images were the images generated by the GAN model. The results of the classification are reported in the Table 3. The accuracy achieved on real samples is compared with the accuracy achieved on the generated samples.

![Figure 6: Samples from the dataset used for urban blocks classification.](image)

As in the case with the datasets for GAN, the classification dataset is divided into training and validation sets. Training images are the images the CNN learns from while validation images are used to see the results of the training process, these are the data the algorithm has not seen before. From the confusion matrix of results produced from the training set as seen in Table 1 and validation set (Table 2), it can be seen that urban blocks of some cities are confused more often with some specific cities. For example, Bengaluru and Turin do not have a large amount of misclassified images while the samples from Milan are often predicted to be from Tallinn and vice versa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amster.</th>
<th>Bengaluru</th>
<th>Milan</th>
<th>Turin</th>
<th>Tallinn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengaluru</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallinn</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turin</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification Confusion Matrix from Training set results. Columns represent the predicted classes, rows represent the actual classes. E.g. cell [1, 3] row Amsterdam column Milan shows the number of Amsterdam sample images classified as Milan images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amster.</th>
<th>Bengaluru</th>
<th>Milan</th>
<th>Turin</th>
<th>Tallinn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengaluru</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallinn</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Classification Confusion Matrix from Validation set results. Columns represent the predicted classes, rows represent the actual classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Training Accuracy</th>
<th>Validation Accuracy</th>
<th>Accuracy on Test Gen samples</th>
<th>Confidence On Test Gen Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengaluru</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.619</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallinn</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turin</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This classification model has been tested on the images generated by GAN. The test set consists of 50 images, 10 images per city. The results produced from Classifier over this set are reported in Table 3. As can be seen, the generated images are classified with more than 0.5 accuracy to the correct class apart from Bengaluru samples with a confidence of more than 0.75. Bengaluru model sometimes fails to produce a solution in Tallinn blocks due to the reason of low density.
Figure 7: Results obtained on the test set. Rows represent the existing urban context of the city, columns represent the cities the models were trained on (the expected morphology of the urban block). E.g. cell [1, 3], row 1 column 3 represents the model trained on the city of Amsterdam tested within Milan urban context: Amsterdam urban block design in Milan. The diagonal cells represent the models trained and tested on the same city.

7.2 Quantitative Estimation

Taking into consideration the city of Milan it can be noticed that from the morphological point of view its blocks could be divided into a few groups sharing some common features across the city based on the following characteristics: shape, dimension, number of parcels, and topography[6]. While the first two are the conditions determined by the input image, the focus is on the latter two. The number of parcels and the topography of the blocks could be described numerically as parameters describing the relationships between the urban forms. These relationships have the same importance for the other cities as well. For this evaluation, the factors considered are the relationships between the buildings within a block (distance between the neighboring buildings), the relationships between a block and its buildings (building density, the proportion of built space in a block; the distance between the street and the closest building in a block) and the individual parameters of the buildings (average area of a building footprint in a block). We acknowledge that these parameters vary across one city, however, it is possible to deduce the most common characteristics shared by
Table 4: Quantitative estimation of the solutions produced by 5 trained GAN models: comparison of the average parameters by city and the parameters in the samples produced by the models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>City Dataset: Generated Blocks: Median Density</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Generated Blocks: Median Building Area, px</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengaluru</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallinn</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turin</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Quantitative estimation of the solutions produced by 5 trained GAN models: comparison between the offset of the buildings from the street by city and the parameters in the samples produced by the models. Distance from the street is a minimum distance between the buildings in a block and the surrounding streets; the resulting value is a median value for the dataset samples and the samples produced by the models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>City Dataset: Median Distance Between the Buildings and the Street, px</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengaluru</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>0.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallinn</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turin</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Quantitative estimation of the solutions produced by 5 trained GAN models: comparison between the median distance between the adjacent buildings by city and the parameters in the samples produced by the models. The distance between the adjacent buildings is an average of minimum distances between the buildings in a block; the resulting value is a median value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Generated Blocks: Median Distance Between the Adjacent Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengaluru</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallinn</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turin</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Tables 4, 6 it can be seen that urban blocks produced by the GAN in different urban contexts are coherent with the city of training: the parameters of building density, building area as in Table 4 are close to the actual values, which confirms the observations made in the confusion matrix (Figure 7). At the same time, the distance from the street to the closest building in a block differs as in Table 5: it is a constraint taken from the surroundings present in the input image (Figure 8).

8 CONTRIBUTION

This paper aims to contribute to the field of generative design by:

• introducing a new approach towards the context-based generative design of an urban block without a predefined set of constraints, by learning the visual parameters from the existing environment instead;
• introducing an application of an Image-to-Image translation GAN to the field of urban design and evaluating the produced design solutions from quantitative and qualitative points of view.

Figure 8: Samples from the test set. The block design is aligned with the surrounding blocks’ street lines.
9 RESULTS
The study shows that it is possible to achieve a generation of an urban block without the explicit definition of its parameters with the use of GAN. Not only does this method allow for learning the parameters from the existing urban context without their explicit definition, but it also produces results that are coherent with the urban surroundings of a block as in Figure 7. Moreover, this method produces a design solution with the characteristics of a generated urban block very close to the actual parameters of the blocks of a city of interest. The experiments have shown that the model is applicable to diverse urban contexts with different urban morphology. Besides, urban parameters and morphology learned by a model can be translated to another city with a completely different context. The algorithm adapts the parameters learned previously to a new urban surrounding.

Some limitations of the algorithm include the size of an urban block within the image, the presence of the urban surroundings in the image, the scale of the buildings in the image. The size of a block is directly connected to the presence of the urban surroundings: the block design is shaped by the context, furthermore, the algorithm learns from the visible context. Thus, it is important to have it present in a considerable portion of the image (determined experimentally). The scale of an urban block is limited due to the specifics of the current training preset: all the images from the training set were of the same scale, which means it is reasonable to test the algorithm with the images of the same scale. The preset is limited to a certain scale (which may vary from city to city based on the average block size) due to the necessity of having a sufficient part of the image filled with urban surroundings of a block of interest.

Besides, it should be noted that the design solutions produced do not have the same clarity as the vector images produced by the architects. However, urban shapes in the generated images are clearly visible and give a good understanding of the blocks’ design.

Another obvious limitation is the production of an urban block design that is similar to the existing blocks in the city. It is an approach to design that might be considered non-creative or lacking other important factors of urban design theory. We do not insist on the application of the suggested approach ‘as-is’. This work highlights the ability of the algorithm to autonomously learn from the visual features, which could be further explored to take into account the other planning criteria and optimize the block’s design from different points of view.

10 CONCLUSION
The experiment and evaluation of the GAN-based approach to the generative design of an urban block confirmed the possibility of the generation of a piece of urban fabric consistent with the surroundings and the desired urban style with the use of neural networks. Nonetheless, the images lack clarity of the vector images, the urban forms are compliant with the actual forms present in the city. What is more, these results have been achieved without image annotations, explicit definition of the parameters needed for each typology and shape of an urban block, typical characteristics of a city: all of these attributes are learnt by the neural network during the training process, from the experience having seen multiple urban surroundings.

In addition, the time and effort that are consumed for the block’s design generation are much less compared to the human-generated design. It takes 2-4 hours to train one model after which it is able to generate the design solutions within 10 seconds.

This approach can not, obviously, substitute human participation in a city design process: the algorithm imitates the existing urban environment after having learned from it. It does not invent new space organization principles, does not rethink the comprehension of space by its users, and does not plan important landmarks of a city. However, considering that cities majorly consist of residential buildings and not landmarks, this approach could be used as a support tool for a planner or an architect by giving insights about the possible solutions and existing building composition of a city. Alternatively, it could be a design solution meant for typical blocks’ design which would have a consistent integration into the existing surroundings. Moreover, as already mentioned, this approach could become a base for the consequent integration of the other urban design parameters into the model training which would result in a design that accustoms to multiple factors.
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